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C O N T I N U E D  L E A R N I N G  K I T  –  R O U N D  # 2  
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D E A R  S T U D E N T S  |  S H E L B Y V I L L E  H I G H  S C H O O L  

This continued learning kit offers an incredible opportunity.  The projects 

included in this package are designed to serve as GRADE BOOSTERS.  I hope 

that you all decide to take full advantage of this remote learning experience ! 

1. Pick projects that are of interest to you!  

2. Complete the projects to the best of your ability!  

3. Email proof of completion to your teacher! 

4. Increase your course grade by up to 10%.  Once more, this could raise 

your course grade by up to one entire letter grade!    

Please take full advantage of this unique opportunity we are willing to provide.  

Students are encouraged to select | one project | per course | that they are 

currently enrolled within here at Shelbyville High School.  At this point in time, 

the 10% incentive cannot be applied toward dual credit courses.    

One grade boosting project can be submitted per course, but students cannot 

use the same completed project for multiple courses.  Evidence of completion 

should be emailed to the subject specific teacher via their school district gmail 

account, or an established google classroom portal.  Additionally, we will have 

a drop off date and time for students without reliable access to technology.      

The due date for student submission is Monday, April 13, 2020.  If you have 

any questions in the coming weeks, please do not hesitate to reach out to us.  

We are happy to serve you, and as is always the case, we are wishing you well.      

Yours in Education,  

 

 

Mr. Ladd | Principal    

 



RUBRIC  

 

10% increase in course grade | EXCELLENT |  

extremely good; outstanding work 

  

8% increase in course grade | PROFICIENT |  

the project is completed with competence, skill, and effort  

 

5% increase in course grade | NEEDS IMPROVEMENT |  

an acceptable level, but improvements are needed to meet expectations  

 

0% increase in course grade | UNSATISFACTORY |  

unacceptable work  

We will have a uniform rubric for grading submitted projects.  Submitted 

work will only serve to improve a student’s overall grade.   

_____________________________________________________ 

Teachers will have until April 20
th
 to grade and record into Tyler SIS all 

submitted material.  Students can submit projects electronically between the 

time frame of March 31 - April 13.  Students without access to reliable 

internet, can drop off completed materials at Shelbyville High School on 

April 13 | 9:00am – 11:00am.       

DISTRIBUTION METHOD  

- Posted as an attachment on the school district website  

- Posted on the Shelbyville School District Facebook Page  

- Digital link sent to all student gmail accounts  

- Digital link sent via all school texting service 

- HARD COPY PICK UP | MARCH 31 | 9:00am-11:00am  

HOW TO SUBMIT STUDENT WORK  

- Send proof of completion to your teacher’s school gmail account  

- Submit proof of completion to your teacher’s google classroom portal  

- Deliver to Shelbyville High School on April 13 | 9:00am-11:00am  



HISTORY DEPARTMENT  

Option #1 -  Choose an inventor and innovation from the list.  Research and provide evidence why 

this is the greatest invention in the history of the world.  Guidelines: GOOGLE SLIDES PRESENTATION 

-RESEARCH, ORGANIZATION, VISUALIZATIONS, WHY IT'S THE GREATEST INVENTION OF ALL 

TIME 

   

Henry Bessemer- Steel (purify iron ore)  Jethro Tull- Seed Drill 

Alfred Nobel- Dynamite    William Talbot- Camera 

Alessandro Volta- Battery    Eli Whitney- Cotton Gin 

Thomas Edison- Electric Light Bulb   Richard Drew- Tape 

Frederick Banting- Insulin                                            Nikolaus Otto- Gas Powered Internal Combustion Engine 

Gottlieb Daimler- Automobile   Charles Martin Hall- Aluminum 

Orville & Wilbur Wright- Airplane   Percy Spencer- Microwave 

Samuel Morse- Telegraph    Hiram Maxim- Machine Gun 

Guglielmo Marconi- Radio    Friedrich Bayer- Aspirin 

Alexander Graham Bell- Telephone   John McAdam- Road Building 

William Morton- Anesthetic   John Montagu- Sandwich              

Gideon Sundback- Zipper    Samuel Colt – Revolver 

Elias Howe- Sewing Machine   George Stephenson- Steam Powered Locomotive       

Willis Carrier- Air Conditioning   Sir John Harington – Flush Toilet 

Alexander Fleming/Howard Florey- Antibiotics Elisha Graves Otis - Elevator 

 

    

Option #2 - Create newspaper pages highlighting one of the events listed below.  The pages should 

include 1 obituary, 2 advertisements, 4 relevant topics, 1 small picture from that event/time 

period.  Guidelines- 2 PAGES - 3 COLUMNS EACH - 10 FONT - TIMES NEW ROMAN 

 

Battle of Thermopylae      Trojan War       French Revolution      Conquest of the Americas       Black Death        American Revolution 

Great Depression             Signing of Declaration of Independence           Russian Revolution          D-Day          Pearl Harbor 

Jonestown Massacre         JFK Assassination           Moon Landing          Spanish Flu             Lincoln Assassination   

Stock Market Collapse       Impeachment         Prohibition        9/11         Chernobyl         2004 Tsunami    1906 San Fran Earthquake 

 

Option #3 - Choose a controversial topic in today's society/political system.  Gather support for one 

side of this debate and fully defend this stance.  Evidence should be given throughout and cited.   Ex. 

Abortion, Death Penalty, Gun Control, Minimum Wage, ETC.  Paper Guidelines: TYPED – DOUBLE 

SPACED – 12 FONT – TIMES NEW ROMAN - 3 PAGE MINIMUM 

 

Option #4 -  Identify the three Americans who you believe have made the biggest positive impact on 

our country. The people you choose should reflect what you believe are the most important values 

and strengths of individuals and the nation.  Paper Guidelines: TYPED – DOUBLE SPACED – 12 FONT 

– TIMES NEW ROMAN - 3 PAGE MINIMUM 

 

Option #5 - Complete a Google Slides Presentation relating to events and key individuals that were 

involved with the French Revolution. Include a minimum of 3 pictures--explain a minimum 2 specific 

dates for at least two events--and 3 key individuals, and explain the roles that each of these individuals 

played within the French Revolution, 

 

Option #6 - Research the history of Pandemics and write a paper highlighting the impact these events 

have had on society.  Paper Guidelines: TYPED – DOUBLE SPACED – 12 FONT – TIMES NEW 

ROMAN - 3 PAGE MINIMUM 

 

 



AGRICULTURE DEPARTMENT   

 

Instructions: PICK ONE activity to complete. You may complete and turn in 

items on Google Classroom, email them directly to Mrs. Black’s school email, 

turn them during the scheduled drop off date, or take a picture of your work 

and upload to Google Classroom. 

 

Agriculture’s Role 

in Society 

 

In the midst of this 

viral outbreak, 

many businesses 

are being required 

to operate at 

minimal levels or 

shut down 

completely. 

Agriculture 

businesses have 

been classified as 

“essential for 

survival” by the 

federal government 

and are allowed to 

remain open while 

following specific 

guidelines. Write 

two pages, double 

spaced, 12-point 

font, regarding the 

role of agriculture 

in our society and 

economy and why 

it is essential to our 

survival. 

 

Create a Business 

 

Create a product 

that benefits the 

ag community. 

Record your 

“Shark Tank 

pitch” that 

explains your 

product, 

demonstrates its 

use, and share the 

projected finances 

of your business. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Quarantine Survival List 

 

The government has 

decided that the best 

way to rid the country 

of this virus is to stay in 

your home for 30 days 

with no allowable 

reasons for leaving 

except medical. You 

have 24 hours to gather 

any supplies you need 

before the 30-hour 

quarantine begins. 

During the 30-day time 

period, you cannot 

have anything 

delivered/mailed to 

your home. Make a list 

of all food and needed 

items you will need for 

the quarantine period. 

Once your list is 

complete, write the 

agriculture product(s) 

of origin for each item 

on your supply list. You 

should have at least 20 

items. 

 

Marketing Techniques 

 

Choose 10 food 

products that are in 

your home. For each 

product, look at its 

packaging. Sketch the 

packaging and label 

the “advertisements” 

on the label. Explain 

why a company 

would include these 

claims on the label. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



BAND  

Semester Project Mrs. Astrouski 

High School Band astrouskic@shelbyville.k12.il.us 

Remind: Text to 81010 Message: @ramsband 

 

 

Option #1: Write a research paper on a composer of your choice. For this paper you will be 

required to research a composer from history or from modern times. Your goal is to become 

familiar with the music and musical style of your chosen composer’s work. You will also be 

required to research your composer’s life: when they lived, where they lived and composed during 

their life, any interesting facts about them as people, etc. You will also need to listen to some of 

the pieces they composed. APA Format is required and 3-5 sources must be included on the 

citation page. TYPED – DOUBLE SPACED – 2-4 PAGES – 12 FONT – TIMES NEW ROMAN.  This 

can be emailed to Mrs. Astrouski, or delivered to the high school office. 

 

Option #2: Explore a genre of music from around the world that you’ve never listened to before. 

Listen to 4 or 5 examples online and read one or two articles about that kind of music. Then write 

a 1-2 page paper about that type of music and list the articles and performances you used. For 

example: Irish Folk Music, Gregorian Chant, Zydeco, African Drumming, etc. This can be emailed 

to Mrs. Astrouski, or delivered to the high school office. 

 

Option #3: Write and perform your own composition. This can be a piece you sing or a piece you 

play on an instrument. The piece must be written out in music notation and must have a clear key, 

meter, rhythm and melody.  Then, send me a video recording of your performance as well as a 

document or picture of the music itself.  astrouskic@shelbyville.k12.il.us 

 

Option #4: Learn another style of music notation. For example, you could learn Gregorian chant 

or American Shape Note singing. Search on YouTube for tutorials on these or other types of music 

notation. Then, write out or print out a piece of music notated in these ways and record yourself 

singing it. Email me the recording and a picture of the notation:   astrouskic@shelbyville.k12.il.us 

 

Option #5: Interview older family members or neighbors about music that has played an 

important part in their lives. These should be people who are at least 35 years old. Talk with them 

in person or by phone and ask what songs have special meaning in their lives. Are there songs their 

parents/grandparents sang to them? Are there songs that remind them of special times in their 

lives? Are there songs they enjoy singing or playing? Talk with 3-5 such adults and write a 2+ page 

paper about what they said and what you learned. This can be emailed or delivered the high 

school office. ** Please continue practicing our concert music and working in your blue books – 

Feel free to send videos of chorales and any other music you are working on, pictures of your 

practice (be creative!), and send me any questions you may have. **  If you have any questions 

please feel free to send me a Remind message or an email Band Website: 

http://www.shelbyvillebands.weebly.com 

 



BUSINESS & TECHNOLOGY DEPARTMENT  

Option #1: Go to www.weebly.com and create a free account.  Create a webpage about your favorite 

high school memories.  Use full color, detail and creativity. Once you are finished, share the link with 

your teacher via Google Classrooms or district gmail. There is an app available for your phone.  

Option #2: Create an art piece:  Create a large scale picture of a web page that describes your favorite 

high school memory.  This needs to be full color, contain detail and creativity.  On the back or a 

separate paper, write out the CSS code you would have used if you were programming this using 

Notepad and HTML5. 

Option #3: Artwork:  Create a map (on poster board or something similar).  The map should guide me 

from the high school to your favorite place to hangout or home.  On the back OR on separate paper 

write out the Python code that would be used to give the direction using the Python Shell. 

Option #4: Create a replica of a motherboard.  The Internet and Pinterest have some cool ideas.  I 

found a cake that looked like it would be fun to make and eat!!  Label the parts of the board.  (take a 

picture of your finished project and send it to your teacher) 

 

Option #5: The most recent reinforcement activity has been reset in Aplia / Mindtap.  This will allow 

for practice in analyzing transactions, identifying debit and credit parts, and journalizing and posting 

accounting transactions.  Submit to your completed work to your accounting teacher.  

 

Option #6: ART and Stats:  Create a graph that illustrates Illinois unemployment rates over the past 6 

months.  Make sure to label all parts of the graph or charts.  This can be done using a computer OR 

poster board or other mediums. Use color and be creative. On the back or separate paper give a 3- 5 

sentence explanation of what is going on and why. 

 

Option #7: ART and Stats:  Create a chart or graph that illustrates what has been going on with the 

stock market since Jan 1 2020.  You can pick one stock to focus on or do the entire stock market as a 

whole. Make sure to label all parts of the chart or graph.  Use color and be creative. On the back or 

separate paper give a 3- 5 sentence explanation of what is going on and why. 

 

Option #8: Complete a 2-3 minute video of your choosing.  Ideas can include how you spent your 

time while out of school, interview some friends using zoom or other video conferencing websites, 

have friends compete in a game like a scavenger hunt to find common household items, also using 

zoom or other video conferencing websites.  Use iMovie or other available video editing apps to edit 

your video.  A planning sheet is posted on google classroom that is required to get credit for this 

assignment.  There are also suggestions of other video ideas as well.  

 

Option #9: Watch episodes of Shark Tank.  If you have subscriptions to Hulu or Youtube TV, full 

seasons of both shows are available. Many full episodes are available on youtube as well.  If you 

cannot find full episodes, use the links provided in Google Classroom to access lists of available 

segments.  A worksheet is provided in Google Classroom to complete for each of the segments you 

watch.  Complete the form for each product/business that is featured on the episode (or watch enough 

individual segments to comprise a full episode).  Contact Mr. Tynan if you need a hard copy of the 

worksheet.   

 

 

 

http://www.weebly.com/


STUDY SKILLS – SPECIAL EDUCATION DEPARTMENT  

 

Option 1: Send your study skills teacher an email that includes five journal 

entries at least half page long about your routine/what you did for the next 

five days. Besides journaling, watch one news broadcast or read an article in 

the paper about the corona virus and write a short paragraph on what you 

thought about this new virus/pandemic.   

 

Option 2: Create a menu for three meals for one day at home. With this 

menu, you will need to include recipes and it cannot be I ate pop tarts for 

breakfast. This will require meals that do not come out of a can or a frozen 

package. Be creative! Use your resources by looking up meals online. Find 

something that you may want to try in the future.  

 

For example:  Breakfast waffles: Then include the recipe for the waffles 

 

  Lunch: Chicken and rice: explain how you made this meal 

         Mashed Potatoes: explain how to make this: recipe 

 

  Supper: Chili: recipe 

            Cornbread: recipe 

 

Option 3: Reflection: Write a paragraph about what you would want to 

change about this year at school. Next paragraph, write about an academic 

goal that you were able to achieve this year. Third paragraph, write about a 

future goal that you hope to accomplish in the future. Lastly, explain your 

plan on how to accomplish your future goal.  

 

Option 4: Very soon, we will be planning our schedules for next year. What 

classes are you interested in taking the following year and why? Please write 

a page on what classes you want to take, are required to take, and why you 

picked these electives. Explain how these classes will benefit you in the 

future.  

 

 



PHYSICAL EDUCATION DEPARTMENT 

  

Option 1 

Find an article from the sites that is of interest to you. Do 4 articles per week. 

Read the article.  Then complete the three tasks: 

       List 3 things that you learned from the article. 

       List 2 questions that you now have after reading the article. 

List 1 piece of information or tip connected to the article that could 

enhance your life or your peers lives or community. 

  

       Sites to use: 

          www.cdc.gov Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 

          www.fitnessonline.com Fitness Online 

          www.intelihealth.com Harvard Medical School 

          www.fitnessmagazine.com Fitness magazine 

          www.kidshealth.org/teen Kids Health 

cbhpe.org - Tons of ideas and options for getting kids moving on 

their own without equipment can be found on the projector 

page.   Additional at home lessons can be found in the Idea Tank. 

  

Option 2 

Go to https://darebee.com/workouts.html -no equipment needed (or 

any other workout of choice with approval from instructor) and 

complete 4 different workouts per week.  

Make chart that lists the (1) name of workout, (2) why you choose the 

workout, (3) the duration of the workout, (4) identify exercises in the 

circuit and (5) identify the muscle(s) used.  

  

 Option 3 

 Combination of the above 2-2 workouts + 2 articles per week. 

 

 

 

 

http://www.cdc.gov/
http://www.fitnessonline.com/
http://www.intelihealth.com/
http://www.fitnessmagazine.com/
http://www.kidshealth.org/teen
http://cbhpe.org/
https://darebee.com/workouts.html


INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY  

 

Choose one option from your class.  

 

Contact Mr. Reynolds with questions at reynoldsg@shelbyville.k12.il.us 

 

Welding CLK - Option 1: Use the internet to identify defects or discontinuities of welds in any position. 

Provide a minimum of five examples (pictures) and discuss the potential causes of the defects and 

corrective measures. Option 2: Choose between Tig welding and Wire welding to research its history 

and why it was introduced.  You may choose one of the following methods to record your 

information: Essay; that includes why it was introduced and where it was commonly used or a chart 

that includes a timeline as well as a brief outline of its introduction. Please include a description of the 

process with your choice.  Option 3: Create a training manual for beginning welders. Describe the 

process you know the best.  Include the mechanics of the operations and process as well as any tips or 

tricks you can share. 

 

Manufacturing CLK - Option 1: Create a timeline using a flowchart that outlines the introduction of the 

assembly line.  Use brief statements within the chart for description of its progress. Option 2: Research 

and define what is meant by Value Stream Mapping. Once you define what it is and its purpose, 

choose a product we have produced in class or a personal project you have constructed and create 

your own map.  Option 3: Interview someone you know who works in manufacturing. Questions to 

consider; their responsibilities, type of products manufactured, their advice etc.  Interviews should be 

performed with someone in your household or over the phone to conform to social distancing.  

Option 4: Describe how to create a product from the CNC Plasma or Router. Include designing and 

importing drawings. 

 

Tech 1A CLK - Option 1: Compose a research paper “in your own words” which describes the history 

of a particular model of an automobile. For example, the Pontiac Firebird. List its introduction date, 

the changes it has undergone throughout its production, and new technology that has been 

incorporated. You may add any interesting facts regarding the vehicle. Cite your sources. Option 2: 

Create a timeline of the history of the NHRA (National Hot Rod Association) and its effect on 

automotive technology and the impact they have created in the automotive world. You may choose 

to focus on one or more divisions: Pro Street, Funny Car or Top Fuel. Cite your sources. Option 3: 

Interview someone about their first car. Questions to consider; the type of car, engine displacement, 

what problems did they encounter, their advice on purchasing a car, etc. Interviews should be 

performed with someone in your household or over the phone to conform to social distancing. 

 

CAD/ Tech 1B CLK - Option 1: Research and write a one page essay on the Dana Thomas House and 

its architect, Frank Loyd Wright. Include the history, its design and the period, and include a biography 

of the architect. Cite your references. Option 2: Research the difference between hardwoods and 

softwoods.  Describe their differences, typical uses, types of trees that each is extracted from. At least a 

one page research paper.  Option 3: Choose a simple project in your home (eg, coffee table) and 

create a lesson plan describing the building process. Include the tools you would need to create the 

parts, the assembly process, and the finish work. Option 4: (CAD Students) Create a teaching manual 

for 3D printing. Describe the process of design and importing drawings into the printer.   

 

mailto:reynoldsg@shelbyville.k12.il.us


MATH DEPARTMENT 

Option #1: COVID-19 Project   

Pick 3 countries that have cases of the Coronavirus.  Find the number of total infected people 

that each country had for several days of the infection.  Make a table and graph of the number 

of cases for each country.  How are they different and how are they the same?  What do you 

think accounts for the differences?  If you are in Algebra 2 or lower, find the line of best fit for 

each graph.  If you are in a class above Algebra 2, find the model of best fit (linear, quadratic, 

exponential, logarithmic, etc.) for each graph.  Predict the number of total infected people on 

day 500. Does that make sense?  Why or why not?  How would you adjust your model? 

Reference: https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/map.html 

 

Option #2: Tessellation-  

Create your own tessellation project, using the following link 

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WBVzoaFi90E) or attached description as a guide. 

REQUEST ACCESS TO THE DOCUMENT BY CONTACTING YOUR MATH TEACHER. The final 

picture must include at least 9 full tracings of the shape and cover at least an 8.5x11 sheet of 

blank paper. It must be neatly colored in with a colorful pattern and distinct boundary lines. 

The shape must be turned into an animal or character, as seen in the video. 

 

Option #3: Design a Homemade Roller Coaster (must be turned in electronically) -  

Using materials from around your house (no premade tracks, i.e. Hot Wheels tracks) you must 

create a free-standing roller coaster with a loop, two hills, and a corkscrew turn. A marble must 

be able to complete the track. Once completed, a video must be created showing you with the 

roller coaster, placing a marble on the track, and the marble completing the coaster.  

 

Option #4: Treasure Hunter - 

Using the attached documents, complete the project called Treasure Hunter. You must complete 

all documents associated with the project. REQUEST ACCESS TO THE DOCUMENT BY 

CONTACTING YOUR MATH TEACHER.  

 

Option #5: Build Your Own City -  

You’ve been elected Mayor! Your goal is to design your own city. You may use a poster board 

or create it digitally.  

Your city must include the following:  

 a city name 

 at least 5 streets must be parallel 

 at least 5 streets must be transversal (note: the city inspector says one MUST be 

perpendicular to your parallel streets) 

 4 stop signs at vertical angles 

 a gas station that is at the alternate interior angle of a McDonald’s 

 A church at a corresponding location with a park 

 4 campgrounds at 4 adjacent interior angles 

 A forest preserve at 2 surrounding exterior angles adjacent to that campgrounds 

 A shopping center that is at a supplementary angle with a movie theater 

 A skate park that shares a 90 ͒͑° angle with a golf course 

 A post office at the alternate exterior angle of a shipping company 

https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/map.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WBVzoaFi90E


ENGLISH DEPARTMENT  

The purpose of these projects are to give you the opportunity to improve your grade while you are out of school. This 

project is optional, but it will be like an extra credit project. These projects can raise your individual grade up to 10%. 

In order to achieve that full raise in points, you must have a well-done project. Choose one of the options for the 

project below.  

Choice #1: Author Project 

Research a short story author, read one of his or her short stories, do a write up on the story, and create a social media 

profile for that author or a Google Slides presentation about that author.  

● Part 1: Short Story Write Up: This should be in essay format, and it should be between 300 and 500 words. In 

this write up, you should discuss the characters and the plot, explain metaphors or symbolism within the story, 

and analyze it. This is similar to your essays in the past in English classes.  

● Part 2: Create a social media profile for your author. You need to do some research on that author, where 

they’re from, their lives, etc. You need to include a picture of them, information about them, and some quotes 

from them. If you make a social media profile, you can use quotes as status updates, tweets, or posts. We will 

be posting a fillable document on Google Classroom if you would like to use that.  

 

Choice #2: Persuasive Letter 

Write a persuasive letter to someone in charge about something that you think needs to change. It could be a letter to 

our principal, to a mayor, or even to the President of the United States. It should be in letter format (“Dear so-and-so” 

to start, and “Sincerely, your name” to end).  

● Your letter needs to be between 300 and 500 words 

● It should give multiple reasons supporting your proposed change. These reasons should be supported by 

research in the form of textual evidence from articles or studies. They’re not just your opinions, they should 

have facts and support for them. These should be in-text cited (author or database), and you need to include 

either citations or URL’s at the bottom of the document.  

 

Choice #3: Movie or TV Series Analysis and Recommendation:  

Watch a school appropriate movie or TV series (this can be on Netflix, or you can use movies that you own or other means). After 

watching the media of your choice, you are to write a paper that analyzes the themes, characters, structure, conflict, or other 

literary elements. Along with your analysis of the media, you are to write a recommendation for it to another person. The person 

that you recommend it to is your choice.  

● The analysis of the media should be between 300 and 500 words.  

● In your analysis, you need to use textual evidence from the media to support your claims. 

● The recommendation needs to be between 100 and 200 words.  

● The recommendation should include specific elements that you liked about the media and why the person you 

are recommending this to should watch it.  

 

Choice #4: Poetry Project 

Choose any famous poet and read some of their work. You’ll need to pick two of their poems to analyze, then you’ll 

write two poems of your own that mirror their writing.  

● Part 1: Copy the text of the poem into your document, and make sure you include the poet's name and the 

poem title. Then write a 100-150 word analysis of the poem. Talk about the imagery, the word choice, the 

rhyme scheme, etc. Talk about how the poem is supposed to make the reader feel. Repeat this for the second 

poem, so your document should have the first poem followed by your analysis, then your second poem 

followed by your analysis.  

● Part 2: Write 2 poems of your own that imitate or mirror the poet’s style or structure. Follow the rhyme scheme 

of one of the poems, use some of the same themes, use the same type of word choices or repetition, and/or 

follow their style. These two poems of your own should be at the end of your document.  

 



FAMILY & CONSUMER SCIENCES DEPARTMENT  

 

RAINBOW OF FOOD PROJECT: Prepare a meal or snack that would appeal to a picky child that 

includes all of the colors of the rainbow (red, orange, yellow, green, blue, purple). Plate the meal or 

snack as an appetizing presentation, and take a photo of your work. Then, write a detailed description 

of your work. Your description should be three paragraphs long: 1.) How did you prepare the food? 

2.) How did you use each of the colors of the rainbow? 3.) How does this meal or snack appeal 

specifically to a picky child? Email the photo and the three paragraph paper to your teacher. 

 

FAMILY FINANCES INTERVIEW PROJECT: Find out who manages the finances for your family or 

household. Write 15 questions that will help you discover the various strategies that person implements 

to organize the family budget, banking tasks, and record-keeping system. Then, record yourself 

interviewing that person using the 15 questions you wrote. Email the video and the questions to your 

teacher. 

 

JOURNALING PROJECT: Keep a journal for five days. You can type one page of a Google Doc or 

handwrite one page of notebook paper for each day. Use the following prompts for inspiration each 

day: 

1. Think about our current quarantine situation. Explore your home and evaluate the food, 

toiletry, and household supplies you have on hand. Consider how your family acquired 

those supplies. What would you do the same or differently next time? 

2. Being worried and concerned can cause you to be distracted and unproductive. There 

are calming techniques that can help you deal with this stress. Research various 

techniques, try different techniques, then journal about the technique and record your 

feelings about the technique.  

3. How have you stayed connected while you have been practicing social 

distancing.  Describe how you have stayed connected with your friends, family and your 

educational experiences during this time. Describe how these connections have had a 

positive impact on you and on those you are connecting with.  

4. Think about your social media use during this unique time at home. What platforms are 

you using the most and why? How many hours each day are you spending on social 

media? Too much, just enough? How does that compare to the recommended amount 

recommended by health and wellness experts? 

5. Write a personal reflection on how you are dealing with the Covid 19 experience.  

 

STORYTELLING PROJECT: Create at least a 12-page story for preschool students using 

storyjumper.com or paper / art supplies you have at home. A link to storyjumper.com has been sent to 

your google classroom. *** Students should go to storyjumper.com, click 'Login', click 'Sign in with 

Google', and login with their school Google account.  (or) Students should go into your story Jumper 

class called 'My First Class'. Then they can create their StoryJumper book by clicking '+ Create book'. 

 

 

https://www.storyjumper.com/


SCIENCE DEPARTMENT  

SHS science students here we go! We want you to choose one thing that you want to learn about for each science class, choose a project 

type and apply to the real world, and develop a project around it.   

Due date for your project is Monday, April 13. You can earn up to 10% for the project. 

 

Choose one of the following projects types and pair it with one of the topics listed for your class.  

 

Project Types:  

 You film a Short Video (with you in it) demonstrating some aspect of science narrated and / or described in your voice. This is 

basically just a simple science project/experiment, just stay safe doing it.  

 You identify and share a Movie or TV clip (less than 30 seconds) and describe WHY the scene shows some aspect of science 

which is wrong. Have you ever watched a movie and thought, “Would that really happen that way?” or “I think that guy 

would have died if he jumped off that building that way”.  

 Create an Infographic of any topic of your choosing.  This should be made with information you gather from online resources. 

You can use an online resource (do a search for “free online infographic maker” OR you can create it on paper, take a picture 

and submit it or turn it in on April 13. 

 

 Make a 3D Model-The model will need to be accompanied by a key and/or explanation. 

 

 Your own idea for a Project-Not sure if your idea is what your teacher wants? CONTACT YOUR TEACHER! 

 

For all above project Types:  

You should make it as obvious as possible what the “Science Concept/Law/ Principle your project is centered around.  

You should also submit a “References” page as a google doc with your name as the Title of the Doc with active links to where you 

gathered your information. This is a graded part of the project, please don't forget it.  

 

Mr. Endsley’s Classes Only --The two following project types do NOT require a references page: 

- Engage Nature with Science. Go outside and find a relatively quiet place, shut your phone off / turn off notifications / put it on silent 

and observe. Specifically observe patterns at different scales, look at the small scale, look at the big scale what patterns do you notice? 

What chemical or physical processes are taking place in the animals, plants or around you? What patterns do you see in the sky/clouds? 

Are there any insects crawling around? Is there evidence of organisms around you?  After doing this, write a brief sentence or two about 

the setting, then include what you saw, including some aspect of science. This paper should be about 200-300 words. 

- Engage Nature. Go outside and find a relatively quiet place, shut your phone off / turn off notifications / put it on silent and observe. 

Engage your senses in what is around you; Look, listen, hear, smell, (don't taste). Spend 10-15 minutes doing this, without interruptions. 

Then, write a one-page, (about 200-300 word) reflection on your experience.  

 

Possible Topics: 

For each class listed we have provided example topics you may choose to investigate:  

This is not meant to be an exhaustive list but should serve as guidelines for the TYPE of projects we would like you to investigate. If you 

have a different topic you would like to research and you want to know if it is acceptable, CONTACT YOUR TEACHER! 

 

Physics / Physical Science:  

How do glasses work? 

How does a hearing aid work? 

How does an alternator work?   

How does a telescope work?  

 

Biology/Anatomy/Bioethics 

What is DNA? How is it structured? 

What is heredity? How does it work? 

Heredity and environment, which of them affects child development most? 

What is a pedigree? How is it used in genetics? What does your family pedigree look like? 

What is genetic engineering? Pros and Cons 

How does the heart, lungs OR kidneys work? Choose one. 

 

Chemistry/Advanced Chemistry     

Choose the top five greatest scientist of all time (your choice) and write a description of them and their work. This should be one-half 

page per scientist. 

Choose five preventive disease health care medical specialists (e.g. Dr. Anthony Fauci, Louis Pasteur - your choice) and write a description 

of them and their work.  This should be one-half page per scientist. 

Make a physical model of Rutherford’s Gold Foil experiment. 

What is the greatest scientific achievement of all time? 

 

 

Remember, if you need help, WE ARE HERE TO HELP YOU! 

 

Please Call, Email or Text us if you need help with anything:  

Mr. Chase (email preferred) Chasestu@shelbyville.k12.il.us (217)820-8219 

Mrs. Davis (text or email preferred) DavisD@shelbyville.k12.il.us (217)690-2640 

Mr. Endsley (text or call preferred) Endsleyk@shelbyville.k12.il.us (443)655-5825 

https://www.researchgate.net/post/Heredity_and_environment_which_of_them_affects_child_development_most


DRIVERS EDUCATION  

 

Each student can do one of the two projects listed to help boost their grade. The first choice of project will be a 

budget cost for various items that you may come across in a given year that you own and are driving a vehicle.  

The following are items that must be included in your budget.  The second page is an example of a setup of 

what your budget should look like in an organized table placing the items in order.  When you get down to the 

second bullet point, there is a link to a mpg calculator that will do all the math in it.  You will need to enter the 

various information it asks for from the second bullet point to do your math correctly. Give me a checklist of 

the above items and the cost of each.  At the end put the total cost of the year for your vehicle and what it cost 

on a monthly basis.  All projects must be turned in on google classroom or emailed to myself.  Your google 

classroom code is wtk6mak.   

 Pick a used vehicle (2015 or older) and research the cost to purchase it.  Show me a picture of the 

vehicle.  Tell me what the vehicle is and the year and figure out what your vehicle will cost per month.  

Allow for your vehicle to be paid for in full over five years.  The formula for finding the cost per month 

will be the purchase price divided by 60 months (5 years).  Tell me the purchase price of the vehicle in 

one column and amount you will pay on a monthly basis in the other column. 

 Tell me how many miles per gallon (mpg) your vehicle gets by researching it and the average cost of gas 

per year and month assuming you drive 12,000 miles in a year/ 1000 per month.  The average cost of 

gas is $2.50 a gallon. 

 Find out what the average beginning driver pays for insurance per year in the state of Illinois.  Divide 

that out over the period of 12 months. 

 Assume in the first month you get into a collision and must pay for a new engine.  Figure out a cost for a 

new one. 

 Assume you change your oil every 3000 miles.  Figure out the total cost of four oil changes for your 

specific vehicle. 

 Figure out the cost for new license plate fees.  There are different fees for custom plates compared to a 

random one the state gives you. 

 Figure out the cost of rotating tires every 6000 miles.  You will rotate tires 2 times in within the year. 

 There is one flat tire you have within the year and you must replace it with a brand new tire.  Tell me 

the brand of the tire and how much it is. 

 You are driving and a rock from another vehicle hits the window.  Find out how much it costs to fix a 

crack in the window (you don’t have to replace the whole window). 

 After a snowball fight your friend breaks one of your outside mirrors.  Find out the cost to replace it 

with a new one. 

ITEM *EXAMPLE*  COST PER MONTH  TOTAL COST  

2000 Ford Ranger  $83 $5,000 

MPG:  

Highway: 20  

In Town: 16  

Average: 18  

$139 $1,667 

TOTAL  $667 $8,004 



DRIVERS EDUCATION CONTINUED 

 

The second project of choice is a trip destination project.  The following are directions for this 

project.  Make sure to be detailed in your answers and as always feel free to email me with 

any questions you have. 

 Explain where and when you are taking the trip.  The trip is to be a two-day trip.  Find 

step by step directions from your house to the event or place you are going to and 

explain how to get there (google maps is a good help or other gps map).  The place 

needs to be at least two hours from your house. 

 

 Make a list of what items you need in your suitcase.  Explain what kinds of clothes and 

toiletries you need as well as whatever else is needed for the two-day trip.  At the 

minimum there should be 20 items listed.  You can list them in bullet points if you want. 

 

 Tell me the vehicle you are driving and research how much gas will cost for the trip, 

both there and back.  I need to know the highway and in town miles per gallon for your 

vehicle and you need to find the average miles per gallon in order to figure out gas 

costs.  You will need to also tell me how many miles the trip will be.  Assume the gas 

price is $2.75.  There is a mpg calculator and how much gas will cost on google 

classroom. 

 

 Explain what you will be doing on the trip and the costs for it.  Students have used 

things in the past such as; concerts, sporting events, going to a museum or zoo, theme 

park, etc… Also calculate food costs (six meals for two days) by explaining where you 

are eating at, what you are eating, and what it costs for that meal as well as all other 

meals.  If your hotel has a free continental breakfast, feel free to use that as well, but for 

only two meals.  The rest you will need to research and explain what you are eating. 

 

 Write down the name of the hotel you are staying at and the costs of the hotel for a 

night.   

 

 At the very end total up all expenses and tell me what the total costs are for the trip.  

Make sure to put everything in order and list all expenses.  I will also take into 

consideration how neat and organized your paper looks. 

 

ALL PROJECTS ARE DUE ON GOOGLE CLASSROOM OR BY EMAILING ME AT 

rothrockc@shelbyville.k12.il.us.  APRIL 13 IS THE DEADLINE. AGAIN EMAIL ME IF YOU 

HAVE ANY QUESTIONS ON ANYTHING. 

 



FRESHMAN FOCUS  

 

For your freshmen focus project, compare and contrast two careers that interest you.  

They can be totally different careers or similar ones, it’s your choice.  Research and 

come up with three ways in which they are alike and three ways they are different.  You 

need to put them into paragraph form that starts with an introductory paragraph, three 

reasons they are like, three reasons they are different, and a conclusion.  This paper 

needs to be 2 pages long, double spaced, Calibri or courier, and size 12 font.  I will 

consider several factors when determining how much you improve your grade.  Those 

factors consist of grammar and sentence structure, length, and detailed reasons on how 

alike and different your careers are.  

PROJECT IS DUE APRIL 13.  EMAIL YOUR COMPLETED PROJECT TO ME AT 

rothrockc@shelbyville.k12.il.us 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



MUSIC 

 

Concert Choir and Jazz Choir 

 

All options can be submitted via Google Classroom, Options 3 and 4 can be 

submitted as hard copies.   

 

Option 1 - Record yourself singing your part to one of our songs. These can be audio 

only or audio and video. Sing along with the part tracks (use headphones) as you 

record. REQUEST ACCESS TO ADDITIONAL DOCUMENTS BY CONTACTING YOUR MUSIC 

TEACHER. A short tutorial video of some recording options is available in Google 

Classroom. Songs should be: 

 Concert Choir - Mash-Up or Into the Unknown 

 Jazz Choir - VoiceDance II, King of Spain, or Beauty and the Beast 

 

Option 2 - Record yourself singing a song of your choice. The song’s lyrics must be 

school appropriate. Play an accompaniment track in the background (YouTube karaoke 

track or similar), play the accompaniment yourself on an instrument, or have someone 

else in your home play accompaniment on an instrument as you sing and record. 

 

Option 3 - Complete the “Music & Lyric Artist Evaluation” worksheet. This may also be 

submitted as a hard copy.  REQUEST ACCESS TO THE ADDITIONAL DOCUMENTS BY 

CONTACTING YOUR MUSIC TEACHER. 

 

Option 4 - Write your own song. Begin with the lyrics. The song should have at least 2 

verses, a chorus, and a bridge. Each section must be at least 4 lines long. Then try to 

come up with a melody. If you can, record yourself singing your song, or you can just 

submit your lyrics. You may use the included template, or write/type it on your own. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



ART  

Visual Art Grades 9-12: We will be uploading pictures to google classroom. There will be a rubric that 

needs to be filled out for this project. 

 

Overall what I am looking for is Value and Proportions of the face. 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cdSzAOgSuew <if you need a quick guide to  

facial proportions 

 

What you will need for the next week: 

o #2 wood pencil or mechanical pencil you choose! 

o Paper; doesn’t matter if it’s from a printer, the back of some junk mail  

o Option Cardboard 

 Also good things to have would be a ballpoint pen, fine or ultra-fine sharpie, markers, 

colored pencils 

 If you do not have these supplies DO NOT go to the store to buy them just stay 

home and use what you have 

What we are doing: 

o You will be choosing 1 of 2 options  

 1) You can draw a self-portrait on paper using a pen and/or pencil 

 This portrait needs to be 8.5”x11” minimum 

 You should work on it from 3/31 til 4/7 and turn in the final product to google 

classroom on 4/7. When you take a picture put a pencil next to it as a reference of 

scale. 

 

   
 

2) Cardboard portrait, can be you, family member, pet, famous person, etc. 

- 7”x10” minimum 

- Cut into the cardboard and tear away areas to reveal the corrugated pieces below for value or 

texture 

- You can also try to glue pieces of cardboard to it  

- You can draw on top of this while also manipulating the cardboard in other ways  

- You should work on it from 3/31 til 4/7 and turn in the final product to google classroom on 

4/7. When you take a picture put a pencil next to it as a reference of scale. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cdSzAOgSuew


SPANISH I  

ESPAÑOL I    -  PROYECTO:   “Todo sobre mi”   

 

This project will highlight many of the concepts and vocabulary words you have learned in Spanish I.  You will have 

5 different options on how you want to provide the following information.  Do not use a translator, if you do, your 

work will not be acceptable (0%). See attachment to help you organize your information. Please email me your 

work (or pictures of your work) to baumanna@shelbyville.k12.il.us 

 

Option 1 

Write a paragraph (or a sentence) for each section (box) on the handout, you need to add pictures when required.  

 

Option 2 

Choose a tune (song) and change the original lyrics with your information MP3 format.   

 

Option 3 

Make a video talking about the different topics on the handout.  Since you will talk about your parents and siblings, it 

would be great to show them on your video, or a picture of them.   

 

Option 4 

Make a poster with the required information. You can use the same format as the handout, or you can create your 

own format.  Don’t forget to add pictures.  

 

Option 5 

If you do not want to talk about yourself, you can research a famous Hispanic person (athlete, actor/actres, singer, 

writer/poet, politician, painter, etc) and add the required information about this person -make sure to add pictures- 

 

ESPAÑOL II    -  PROYECTO:   “Cuando era niño(a)”   

 

This project will highlight many of the concepts and vocabulary words you have learned in Spanish II; especially the 

Imperfect.  You will have 5 different options on how you want to provide the following information.  See 

attachment to help you organize your information. Do not use a translator, if you do, your work will not be 

acceptable (0%). Please email me your work (or pictures of your work) to baumanna@shelbyville.k12.il.us 

 

Option 1 

Write a paragraph (or a sentence) for each section (box) on the handout, you need to add pictures when required.  

 

Option 2 

Choose a tune (song) and change the original lyrics with your personal information according to the handout - MP3 

format.   

 

Option 3 

Make a video talking about the different topics on the handout.  Since you will talk about your parents and siblings, it 

would be great to show them on your video, or use a picture of them.  But remember, you need to use the 

Imperfect. 

 

Option 4 

Make a poster with the required information. You can use the same format as the handout, or you can create your 

own format.  Don’t forget to add pictures.  

 

Option 5 

If you do not want to talk about yourself, you can research a famous Hispanic person (athlete, actor/actres, singer, 

writer/poet, politician, painter, etc) and add the required information about this person -make sure to add pictures- 

and use the Imperfect. 

 

 

 



SPANISH I CONTINUED  

 

TODO SOBRE     _______________________(name) 

Do not use a translator, if you do, your work will not be acceptable (0%). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Place a picture of yourself 

If you don’t have any picture, draw 

your face. 

 

Describe your eyes (ojos), your hair 

(pelo), and use two adjectives to 

describe yourself.   

 

Say how old you are. 

 

Write your birth date. 

 

Your favorite things: 

 

song:  

Musician/group 

color 

sport/activity 

animal(s) 

t.v. show 

Movie:   

 

**you don’t have to write complete 

sentences, but you have to translate each 

topic.  Don’t translate names of songs or 

movies, unless they have a translation.   

 

MY FAMILY (translate everything) 

Describe your family (big, small/how 

many people).  My mom’s name is… 

My dad’s name is… (brother, 

sister…) How old your siblings 

are.  If you are an only child write a 

sentence saying that.   

 

I am from…. 

I live in....  

 

Picture of your house (or drawing) 

 

I like to eat:  (everything must be in Spanish) 

write 1 or 2 fruit, 1 or 2 vegetable, 1 meat, 1 

or 2 dessert. 

 

1 picture / drawing 

 

Write a sentence 

describing something 

interesting about 

yourself.   

 

I am…. 

or I like… 

or I want… 

 

1 picture / drawing 

 

Write one sentence 

saying what is your 

favorite class and why 

this class/subject is your 

favorite.   

 

1 picture /drawing 

 

I like:   (all in Spanish) 

Write a sentence that 

mentions 3 activities 

(verbs) you like to do.  

 

Add at least 1 picture of 

one of these activities.  

    
 



SPANISH II  

 

Do not use a translator, if you do, your work will not be acceptable (0%). 

CUANDO YO ERA NIÑO(A)  ____________________(name) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Place a picture of yourself 

If you don’t have any picture, draw 

your face. 

 

Describe your eyes (ojos), your hair 

(pelo), and use two adjectives to 

describe yourself, when you were a 

child.  

 

 

Say how old you were when you did, liked, 

the things describe in this paper. 

 

Write your birth date. Use PRETERITE. 

“I was born on….” 

 
Your favorite things: “I used to like…” 

 

song:  

Musician/group 

color 

sport/activity 

animal(s) 

t.v. show 

Movie:   

 

**you don’t have to write complete sentences, 

but you have to translate each topic.  Don’t 

translate names of songs or movies, unless they 

have a translation.   

 

MY FAMILY (translate everything) 

Describe your family (big, small/how 

many people). Use imperfect... 

 My mom’s name was… My dad’s 

name was… (brother, sister…)   

How old were your siblings.  If you 

were an only child write a sentence 

saying that.   

I was from…. 

I lived in....  

 

Picture of your house (or drawing) 

 

I used to eat:  (everything must be in Spanish) 

write 1 or 2 fruit, 1 or 2 vegetable, 1 meat, 1 or 2 

dessert. 

 

1 picture / drawing 

 

Write a sentence 

describing something 

interesting about yourself 

when you were a child   

 

I was…. 

or I used to (do)… 

or I wanted… 

 

1 picture / drawing 

 

Write one sentence saying 

what was your favorite 

class and why this 

class/subject was your 

favorite.   

 

1 picture /drawing 

 

I used to play:    

(all in Spanish) 

Write a sentence that 

mentions 3 activities 

(verbs) you used to do 

when you were a child.  

 

Add at least 1 picture of 

one of these activities.  

    
 



HEALTH DEPARTMENT  

PICK THREE “GATHERING CONTENT” TASKS and THREE “APPLYING CONTENT” TASKS.  

SUBMIT ALL SIX TASKS TOGETHER AS ONE COHESIVE PACKAGE TO MRS. CUNNINGHAM.  

 

Gathering Content - Pick 3 – APPETIZERS  

 

Teach healthy weight loss tips to friends and family  

a.       Read the following article: http://www.doctoroz.com/slideshow/dr-ozs-100-best-weight-loss-tips and 

learn by clicking through the slideshow 

b.      List 15 weight loss tips that you found would be beneficial. 

 

High blood pressure and how to reduce salt intake  

a.       Watch the following video clip to learn more about the effects of high blood pressure: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pPxnIh_WTb8 

b.      Watch the following video clip to learn how to reduce salt intake, thus helping to reduce high blood 

pressure: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pzsvXoxH8rM 

c.      Type a ½ page summary including the following information: effects of high blood pressure on the 

body, tips to lower salt intake 

    

Eating better on a budget  

a.    Click on the following link: http://www.choosemyplate.gov/budget/index.html 

b.   Explore the links on the left hand side of the page. 

c.    Type a ½ page paper including the following information: tips on how to eat better on a budget. 

   

Obesity epidemic  

a.    Research why obesity has tripled over the past 30 years 

b.   Type a ½ page paper including the following information: reasons for this growing trend, impact of 

the obesity epidemic 

  

The Truth about Sugar  

a.    Complete the following 2 tasks: 

 Read the following article titled “Sugar Belly: How much is too much sugar?”: 

http://uhs.berkeley.edu/facstaff/pdf/healthmatters/NutritionActionSugarBellyApril%202012.pdf 

 Watch the following documentary title “The Secrets of Sugar”: http://topdocumentaryfilms.com/secrets-

sugar/  

b.      Type a 1 page summary including the following information: main points, health conditions associated 

with eating too much sugar, how the information relates to your life (family life) or could relate to your life 

(family life) in the future, changes you or your family could make to reduce the sugar in your diet.  

  

Is the food we are eating killing us?  

a.    Click on the following link to read the article: http://theeconomiccollapseblog.com/archives/is-the-

food-we-eat-killing-us 

b.   Type a ½ page summary including the following information: main points, how the information 

relates to your life (family life) or could relate to your life (family life) in the future. 

   

Student Choice  

a.        Research a nutrition-related topic that you are interested in. Get your topic approved by Mrs. 

Cunningham 

b.        Type a ½ page summary including the following information: how did you research this topic (video, 

article, etc.), main points, how the information relates to your life (family life) or could relate to your life 

(family life) in the future. 

 

 

http://www.doctoroz.com/slideshow/dr-ozs-100-best-weight-loss-tips
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pPxnIh_WTb8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pPxnIh_WTb8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pzsvXoxH8rM
http://www.choosemyplate.gov/budget/index.html
http://uhs.berkeley.edu/facstaff/pdf/healthmatters/NutritionActionSugarBellyApril%202012.pdf
http://uhs.berkeley.edu/facstaff/pdf/healthmatters/NutritionActionSugarBellyApril%202012.pdf
http://topdocumentaryfilms.com/secrets-sugar/
http://topdocumentaryfilms.com/secrets-sugar/
http://theeconomiccollapseblog.com/archives/is-the-food-we-eat-killing-us
http://theeconomiccollapseblog.com/archives/is-the-food-we-eat-killing-us


HEALTH DEPARTMENT  * CONTINUED *  

 

Applying Content - Pick 3 – ENTREES  

 

Research the best nutrition apps  

a.       Download one that you are interested in 

b.      Type a ½ page summary including the following information: description of the app, how you 

could benefit from using the app 

  

Investigating your Kitchen  

a.       Download the free app, Fooducate. (website) 

b.      Scan 8 foods in your kitchen and complete the chart using the Fooducate app. You will investigate 

the grade, explanation for the grade, and healthy alternatives. 

 

2 days of nutrition and fitness tracking  

a.       Download the free app, https://cronometer.com/. (website) 

b.      Chart your daily nutrition and fitness for 2 days tracking everything you eat and all fitness 

activities. 

c.       Screenshot your progress and share it with me on Edmodo. 

  

1 day diet plan for an athlete  

a.      Research essential foods to eat as an athlete 

b.      Create a 1 day diet plan for an athlete and share it with me that includes all ingredients and 

amounts. 

 

1 day diet plan for your individual needs  

a.    Research essential nutrients for teenagers 

b.    Create a 1 day diet plan for you and share it with me that includes all ingredients and amounts. 

 

Create a restaurant menu  -  Note: This assignment counts for 2. 

 

a.     Create a Google Slide Restaurant Menu for a person at risk for obesity, heart disease, or diabetes. 

Choose one condition. Use images to sell your menu items. 

b.     Include the following information on your menu: 

  Name of restaurant - Slide 1 

  Breakfast Foods - Slide 2-4 

o 3 breakfast options and a short description of each food 

o Note: These options should be healthy choices for that specific health condition 

  Lunch Foods - Slide 5-7 

o 3 lunch options and a short description of each food 

o Note: These options should be healthy choices for that specific health condition 

 Dinner Foods - Slide 8-10 

o 3 dinner options and a short description of each food 

o Note: These options should be healthy choices for that specific health condition 

  Sides - Slide 11-15 

o 5 sides 

 ·The Health Benefit - Slide 16 

o Include a slide to summarize on why eating at your restaurant will decrease their risk of the 

health condition. 

c.      Google “Restaurant Menus” and click on images to get ideas 

d.      Option: use www.allrecipes.com to get ideas for foods 

 

 

https://www.fooducate.com/
https://cronometer.com/
http://www.allrecipes.com/
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Mr. Reynolds | Industrial Arts  reynoldsg@shelbyville.k12.il.us 

Mr. Rothrock | Driver Education  rothrockc@shelbyville.k12.il.us 

Mrs. Shoaff | Physical Education  shoaffs@shelbyville.k12.il.us 

Mrs. Skinner | Math  skinnera@shelbyville.k12.il.us 

Miss Smith | English  smithr@shelbyville.k12.il.us 

Mrs. Tomlin | Math  tomlins@shelbyville.k12.il.us 

Mr. Tynan | Business and Technology  tynanj@shelbyville.k12.il.us 

Mrs. Watson | Special Education  watsonj@shelbyville.k12.il.us 

Mrs. West | Family & Consumer Science  westc@shelbyville.k12.il.us  
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